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A Very Busy Year
What a busy year it has been
these last 12 months. The
headline is the major increase in
reader numbers - up over 60%
from 2011, and nearly 80%
above the number of readers in
2010. Tara, our Library
Assistant, who does the vast
majority of the fetching and
carrying for readers, will not be
at all surprised. Even that
number disguises the amount of
work involved. With ever more
of our collection becoming
visible to the world via our
catalogue (thanks to librarian
Jane's continuing efforts plus
inputting by volunteers like Ken
and Jenny, and the indexing
work of Stephen and Sue)
readers are requesting to see

large numbers of obscure items
previously hidden away in the
cellar and our attic. We hope
Ruth and Eddie Frow, our
founders, would be pleased to
see so many different aspects of
their collections being used so
thoroughly by such a wide
range of people - from theatre
groups to Catalan school
students, from Japanese
academics to community arts
practitioners.
Our range of Invisible Histories
talks plus events such as
Museums at Night have also
pushed our drop-in visitor
numbers well up on last year.
These are all in addition to our
‘normal’ events around
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International Women’s Day,
LGBT and Black History
Months, and the almost annual
visit of Mikron Theatre.
We are also turning around our
exhibition space to ensure that
there’s always something new to
see. A display commemorating
our 25 years in Jubilee House is
about to come to an end with a
new one celebrating the 50th
anniversary of EP Thompson’s
‘Making of the English Working
Class’ about to start.
All thanks to our dedicated staff
and brilliant volunteers led by
Lynette. If it keeps growing like
this we’ll have to find the
resources for more staff.
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Early Socialist Parties
The late 19th and early 20th
centuries saw the emergence of a
number of socialist/communist
parties and the library has
collections of material from
several of them. Most of the
collections are quite small and
may only consist of a single box
of pamphlets, but they provide a
fascinating insight into the
development of the political
scene in the UK.
In this issue of Shelf Life and the
next one or two we hope to give you

a brief insight into what we have.

Social Democratic
Federation (1881-1911)
The Social Democratic Federation,
founded in 1881 by Henry
Hyndman, was one of the first
socialist parties in the UK.
Initially called the Democratic
Federation, the party first met in
June 1881 and counted William
Morris and Eleanor Marx
amongst its members. It
changed its name to Social
Democratic Federation in 1884.
The library holds
copies of the
Federation's
newspaper Justice,
along with a Summary
of the Principles of
Socialism written for
the Democratic
Federation by HM
Hyndman and William
Morris (1884) and John
E. Williams and the
Early History of the
Social Democratic
Federation. The library
also holds conference
reports, song books
and various pamphlets
including an early
manifesto from 1883.
To find out more about
the Library’s political
party collections go to
www.wcml.org.uk/
catalogue

An enthusiastic audience filled
the NALGO Room for the
Library's 5th celebration of
LGBT History Month which was
given by Irish historian, Sonja
Tiernan, on the remarkable
partnership of Eva Gore Booth
and Esther Roper.
Eva and Esther's partnership
was life-long and it was
appropriate that Sonja's talk was
given in the same week as the
House of Commons voted in
favour of a bill proposing to
make marriage between people
of the same sex legal.
Sonja is a lively speaker whose
interest in her subjects is
infectious. Her talk was
followed by a lively discussion
which continued over
refreshments. One of our
volunteers thought it was the
best talk she has attended. So
many thanks to Sonja and all
who participated!

Project Updates

Invisible Histories
The project has been
motoring along of late. We
have a good spread of
people from former local
firms Ward & Goldstone
and 'Dickie' Haworth's, but
unfortunately not many
from Agecroft Colliery.
We are though still looking
for more workers to
interview (or people who
lived nearby and have
strong memories connected
with the workplaces)
We're also moving on to the
next exciting part, with
volunteers selecting
interesting extracts from the
interviews and learning how
to do simple audio editing.
We'll be using these
extracts with local Buile
Hill High School to start
creating our Radio Balladstyle podcast

(www.bbc.co.uk/radi
o2/radioballads/origi
nal) with new music
and songs linking
these evocative
memories of lost
Salford workplaces.
We're creating links
too and hoping
members of Sacred
Trinity Artists Group
will contribute
artworks to our
exhibition (opening in
November). One of our
interviewers is also an artist and
has offered to contribute.
We've also been lucky enough
to have had presentations
accepted for some upcoming
history-related conferences,
which will hopefully raise the
profile of both the project and
the Library.

Cartoon Corner
With Bro. Gove’s recently
announced proposed changes
to the history teaching
elements of the core
curriculum we thought this
might be appropriate. Any

support for the teaching
unions’ opposition would be
appreciated as it is an obvious
attempt to deny our children
access to their own working
class history.

Unlocking Ideas
The project aims to draw out the as
yet uncovered stories of working
people's fight for democratic,
employment and equality rights
across the Library and People's
History Museum's wonderful
collections. The idea is to get more
people looking at, and benefitting
from, these objects. There are a
number of ways in which connections
are being made. For instance, the
label for PHM's East Barking
Socialist Sunday School banner
contains a QR code (a kind of barcode
for mobile phones) which links to
our own beautiful East Bradford
Socialist Sunday School banner.
Another way of linking the two
collections is through the blog
Unlocking Ideas
(http://unlockideas.wordpress.co
m/). Here gems from the WCML
collection are explored in detail,
including the Horse Meat scandal
of 1857 in Newton Heath, and the
hand written notes of William
Hulton, the magistrate who
ordered the charge at Peterloo. The
image included with this piece
shows a group from Chapel Street
Community Arts who came for a
look round the Library in February.

Trade Union Support
Another excellent quarter for
trade union donations with us
breaking through the £5,000
barrier. Once again in
alphabetical order we are
grateful to the following trade
unions at national, regional or
branch level for your support.
ASLEF, Equity, GMB, NUJ,
NUT, PCS, RMT, TSSA,

Would You Prefer a
PDF Version of
‘Shelf Life’?

share with you later in the year.

UNISON, Unite and seven
trades councils. The North West
and Irish Region of GMB also
financed the purchase of two
new pcs to arm our ever
growing band of volunteers.
Just to let you know we are still
collecting, Merthyr Tydfil TUC
sent us a copy of their Christmas
card which, hopefully, we’ll

We were informed of an
interesting innovation from the
Surrey County branch of
UNISON who have established
a trade union and socialist
education library within one of
the county’s main libraries in
memory of a late activist, Ian
McDonald who passed away
suddenly in 2009. Setting up
similar in your area is something
you may want to think about.

The Making of the English
Working Class

It has been suggested to us that
some trade union branches may
prefer a pdf copy of ‘Shelf Life’
so they can more easily circulate
it amongst members and
activists (or indeed individual
friends may prefer it as well).
If you would please email the
Library and we’ll arrange it.
Obviously those who prefer the
more traditional format will still
receive theirs through the post
as usual.

Jim McCourt
Readers will recall that in the
last issue of ‘Shelf Life’ we
reported a surprise bequest left
to us by the late Peter McCourt,
brother of one of our long time
supporters and volunteer Jim.
Little did we know that Jim was
not enjoying the best of health
and that his visit to the Library
for our Jubilee celebration in
November would be the last
time he would be able to come
here. Jim sadly passed away in
January. Our condolences to his
widow Leslie.

2013 marks the 50th anniversary
of the first publication of E. P.
Thompson’s seminal work ‘The
Making of the English Working
Class’ and the Library and the
People’s History Museum,
working together, will be
celebrating the event.
From the beginning of April we
will be mounting an exhibition
which will look at why
Thompson's writing was so
important in the early 1960s and
how he helped to change the
way that history was written, by

Working Class Movement Library

viewing events from the
perspective of ordinary people
rather than through the eyes of
the governing class. We hope
you will be able to get along to
have a look.
There will be a jointly organised
conference on 13th April at the
People’s History Museum with
guest speakers including the
former trade union leader,
Rodney Bickerstaffe, and
broadcaster Stuart Maconie. For
more details please visit our or
the PHM website.
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